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I. What are Major Hazards on the Big Island?
Earthquakes
Lava Flows and Vog
Landslides
Flooding
Tsunami
Giant Surf

Preview of Hawaii Natural Hazards LabPreview of Hawaii Natural Hazards Lab

Giant Surf

II. Examine each type of hazard using maps

III. Assess each type of hazard
Location/Frequency
Origin/Causes
Magnitude/Extent
Damage/Mitigation

Each table has a set a maps for a specific hazard
Reader handout broken down by hazard



HAWAII HAZARD ASSESSMENT EXERCISES
see last pages in your reader p.27-31
1) Each big map has a set of questions, which are in your reader.  
2) All maps, except tsunami, have supplementary exercises (in 

your reader).
3) Everyone should have one 81/2 x 11 topo map: use this to plot 

hazards.
4) Each team will turn in one report!  Everyone does their own 

work! See last slide in this ppt



Lava Flow Map
- on table -





Black & white 
version in reader, 
color version is on 
table next to big 
map. (Please leave 

Lava Flow 
Rate 

Calculation 
Map

map. (Please leave 
on the table). 

Write answers to 
questions in reader 
(be neat please).



Earthquake Map
- on table -





Black & white version in reader, color 
version is on table next to big map. 
(Please do not take). 

Write answers to questions in reader 
(be neat please).



Hawaiian Earthquake 
Hazard



Global Earthquake Map
- on table -



2 Maps



Landslide Map
- on table -





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWbBiVxLzSs



Landslide Geomorphology

Landslide Scarp

Landslide Slump



Rainfall Map
- on table -





Do many 
Hurricanes 
make landfall 
in Hawaii?  



Pay attention to cities, airports, 
and roads, and steep cliffs.

On table



Due before you leave:
Each team will turn in:
Start working on your hazard 
report no later than 4:30
1) This map (put all your 

names) with all hazards 
clearly marked with a 
legend 

2) Brief, but thorough, 
summary on a separate 
piece of paper explaining piece of paper explaining 
why you placed  a college 
campus with affordable 
housing at the selected 
location.  Clearly indicate 
on this map.

3) ONE full set of the lab 
exercise. Must be NEAT!

This map in your Reader

Kilauea update_USGS
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